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This first quarter saw the continuation of the equity rally which began at the end of

the first quarter of 2020, almost exactly a year ago, and the continuation of the

cyclical recovery which began with the US election in November 2020. While most trends

remained similar to those observed in Q4, March saw some cracks appear in the Value and

Small-Cap driven rally.

 

In this instalment of the WisdomTree Quarterly Equity Factor Review1, we aim to shed some

light on how equity factors behaved over the last three months and how this may have

impacted investors’ portfolios.

 

In Q1, Value led the way across the board, followed closely by Size. They both

continued to benefit from the cyclical recovery;

  

Momentum delivered the largest underperformance in most regions;

 

while Quality and High Dividend underperformed over the quarter, March saw them

recover, beating Size as well as Momentum

 

Looking forward to Q2, it’s possible to see the value-driven recovery continuing on the

back of a successful Covid-19 vaccination rollout and increasing fiscal stimulus from

the US. However, as exemplified by recent lockdowns in Western Europe the situation is

still pretty fragile. Investors could benefit from being prepared for other scenarios

when more defensive factors or more-rounded could do well.

 

Performance in focus: Value and Size continue to leadPerformance in focus: Value and Size continue to lead

  

After a slight pause in January, markets continued to rally in the first quarter of 2021

on the back of successful vaccination campaigns around the world and continued fiscal

stimulus. The MSCI World gained 4.9% over the period. Contrary to 2020, Europe led the

way with a performance of +8.4%, followed by the US (+6.1%) and Emerging Markets

(+2.3%).

 

For factors, Q1 2021 looked pretty similar to Q4 2020:
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Value and Size dominated across all regions;

 

Momentum suffered the most in all regions but Europe;

 

Minimum Volatility also underperformed in all developed markets, posting the largest

underperformance in Europe;

 

In a slight reversal, Value led in all regions this quarter when Size was the

dominant factor in the last quarter.

 

Figure 1: Equity factor outperformance in Q4 2020 across regionsFigure 1: Equity factor outperformance in Q4 2020 across regions

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. 31st December 2020 to 30th March 2021.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

Despite this appearance of continuity  it’s interesting to note that in March the

landscape started  to shift. Since November, most factors have behaved homogenously:

 

High Dividend, Minimum Volatility and Quality all underperformed in November,

December, January and February

 

whereas Size &Value outperformed in November, December, January and February

 

However, in March these behaviours changed slightly:

 

Size underperformed;

 

Quality, Minimum Volatility and High Dividend gained and beat the benchmark

 

Since this change occurred late in Q1, it wasn’t enough to change the dynamics of the

whole quarter. In fact, it might be a sign of things to come. With some of western

Europe entering lockdown once again, after failing to contain a variant-driven third

wave of coronavirus infections, defensive or more-rounded factors may start to benefit.

 

Figure 2: Monthly outperformance of equity factors versus the MSCI World sinceFigure 2: Monthly outperformance of equity factors versus the MSCI World since

November 2020November 2020
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. 30th October 2020 to 31st March 2021.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in Value.investments may go down in Value.

  

The sector rotation is impacting the factor rotation as wellThe sector rotation is impacting the factor rotation as well

  

Similarly to equity factors, sectors performance also continued on the trend set in Q4

2020.  Sectors that suffered the most in 2020, like Energy and Financials , have

rebounded the strongest. Sectors that had led 2020, like Consumer Discretionary and

Information Technology, are falling behind but despite this are still posting positive

performance for the quarter. At present the stand out losers are Utilities and Consumer

Staples, which failed to rebound in Q1 after a very difficult 2020. This explains, in

part, the difficulties experienced by Minimum Volatility over the same period.

 

It is also worth noting that despite the focus on vaccines and the companies producing

them, the performance of the Healthcare sector continues to trail behind the market.

 

Coming back to factors, this sector rotation contributed to the muted performance of

Momentum and Quality, which both suffered from their underweight in Financials and

Energy.

 

Figure 3: Performance of GICSFigure 3: Performance of GICS22 sectors during Q1 2021 and the whole of 2020 in sectors during Q1 2021 and the whole of 2020 in

developed global equitiesdeveloped global equities
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. 31st December 2019 to 31st March 2021.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in Value.investments may go down in Value.

  

Valuations are coming down on the back of improved earningsValuations are coming down on the back of improved earnings

  

In Q1 2021 valuations have decreased significantly. Following solid earnings, the

market’s price to earning ratio has lowered despite the continued bull run. For factors,

we observe that:

 

All the factors have seen their price to earning ratio decrease across regions;

 

Size saw the largest move downward;

 

Momentum benefited from a very significant rebalancing of stocks in the basket,

leading to the cheapening of the factor;

 

The remaining factors, while getting cheaper in absolute terms, got slightly more

expensive compared to the market.

 

Figure 4: Historical Evolution of Price to Earnings ratios of equity factorsFigure 4: Historical Evolution of Price to Earnings ratios of equity factors

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. As of 31st March 2021.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in Value.investments may go down in Value.

  

Looking forward to Q2, it is possible to see the value-driven recovery continuing on the

back of the successful rollout of Covid-19 vaccinations and increasing fiscal stimulus

coming from the US. However, the situation remains pretty fragile. Countries in western

Europe like France and Germany had to enter another lockdown in the face of a variant-

driven third wave of Covid-19 infections. Countries with a high vaccination rate, like

Chile, are still suffering from a very high number of daily deaths. March showed that

such an accumulation of bad news could lead to another rotation among factors. Investors

may benefit from being prepared for a panel of scenarios when more defensive factors or

more-rounded could do well.

 

SourcesSources

1 Definitions of each factor are available below

2 GICS stands for The Global Industry Classification Standard
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View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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